
In God we trust 

Part (1) 

Answer the following questions based on the listening section.(4) 

1) Why should we respect our elders? 

Because they are our fathers and mothers and our first teachers. In addition, they have more 

knowledge and wisdom. 

 

2) Why do our parents hide much pain from us? 

Because the don’t want us to feel the pain. 

 

3) What is the least we can do  regarding our parents? 

We should appreciate them. 

 

4) What  do our parents teach us? 

They teach us how to love, how to care, how to forgive, and how to accept. 

 

 

Part (2) 

Fill in the blanks with the following words.(2) 

stands for-effectively-compile-diary-dedicated-rather than-boost-morals 

5) He ………compiled…………….. a dictionary for English learners. 

6) If you study more ……………effectively…………………….., you can get good grades. 

7) IRIB……………stands for………………………….Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting. 

8) Doing regular exercise can…………………boost……………..your energy ,and it can improve your health. 

9) we need to have a set of values, principles, and ……………morals…………………………..in our life. 

10) You should study hard ……………rather than………………………………… waste your time. 

11) Dr. Gharib was regarded as a……………dedicated…………………………..physician. 

12) My mother usually keeps a…………diary………………….. . 

 



Part (3) 

Write synonyms and antonyms.(2) 

13) past#.........future./present...........                                    14) recommend=………suggest………………….                     

15)elicit=……get………………                                                         16)figure out=……………understand……………….. 

 

Part (4) 

Match the definitions with the words.(2) 

17) Something which stands for something else     c                                                 a) appreciate 

18) Organize and put in order                                     d                                                 b) generation 

19) To be grateful for someone or something         a                                                 c) symbol 

20) All the people about the same age within the society  b                                   d) arrange 

 

Part (5) 

Put the words in correct order.(1) 

21) asked / a question/my teacher/ I/ so/replied 

My teacher asked a question, so I replied. 

22) studied/ she/ but/ didn’t get/hard/mark/she/a good 

She studied hard, but she didn’t get a good mark. 

 

Part (6) 

Complete the following sentences with and, or, but and so. (2) 

23) They went to the park last week,  ………and……………… had a wonderful time. 

24)You can take a taxi,……………or………………….,travel by train. 

 

Part (7) 

Complete the following sentences with appropriate tag questions.(2) 

25) There is a problem here ,…………isn’t there………………………………………..? 

26) He never studies well, ………………does he………………………………………? 

27) You haven’t forgotten his name, …………have you……………………………? 



28) He will go to the party,……………………won’t he………………………………..? 

 

 

 

Part (8) 

Complete the following sentences with appropriate relative pronouns (who, whom, which) .(1) 

29) The man…………who(m)………………… I met yesterday was the president of the company. 

30) The glass in ………which………………. I drink water is made of pottery. 

31) The book ……………which………………the teacher recommended was great. 

32) The boy ………………who………………is studying  now is my friend. 

 

Part (9) 

Complete the following sentences.(1) 

33) If I had enough money now,……I would buy a car.………………………………………………………… 

34) If I were in Tehran,…………I would see my friend.………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Part (10) 

Make passive sentences.(1) 

35) The cruel hunter killed the pigeon. 

The pigeon was killed ( by a cruel hunter). 

 

36) My mother gave me a watch for my birthday. 

I was given a watch(by my mother) for my birthday./A watch was given to me (by my mother) for my 

birthday. 

 

 

 

 



Part(11) 

 

Cloze (5) 

 

  It's  hard for us to imagine  what was included  in the European  diet before 

America  (37) ………4……….. in 1492. So many ingredients  which today are 

grown all over the world were unknown  to medieval  Europeans. Potatoes,  

tomatoes,  corn and chocolate  were all originally  imported  from the New 

World.  When the potato was first introduced,  it was (38)  ………2………. ,and 

it was regarded  unhealthy  and it took quite a (39)  ………1……….  to become  

common.  There  is a story of Parmentier,  a French  army officer  who had 

potatoes  planted  in the royal garden  (40) ……1……….  got Marie Antoinette   

to wear a potato  flower  to make them fashionable.  The poor farmers were 

curious about the new plants and many of them (41) ………3……… to be 

planted  in their own gardens.  It was the start of French  fries!  

37)  1) discovered        2) had discovered        3) has discovered       4) was discovered 

 

38)  1) popularly surprised                2) surprisingly unpopular 

        3) popularly surprising                4) surprisingly popular  

39)   1) while                 2) once                           3) sometime                           4) whereby 

40)   1) and                    2) but                              3) so                                         4) or 

41)   1) stole                  2) were stealing            3) were stolen                       4) have stolen 

 

Part (12) 

Reading comprehension (5) 

On her first day in Micronesia, Lisa said she thought people were ignoring her requests. The day was 

hot, and she needed a cold drink. She went into a store and asked, “Do you have cold drinks?” The 

woman there didn’t say anything. Lisa rephrased the question. Still the women said nothing. At this 

point, Lisa gave up and left the store. She soon learned that the women had answered her: She had 

lifted her eyebrows, which in Micronesia can mean “yes”. 

This reminded Jan of an experience in Bulgaria, she told the others. She had gone into a restaurant 

that was famous for its stuffed cabbage. “Do you have stuffed cabbage today?”  She asked the waiter. 

He nodded his head. Jan eagerly waited. The cabbage never arrived. In Bulgaria, a nod means “no”. 



In China, David said he had a different kind of problem. When David asked his students, “Can we meet 

at 8:00 next week instead of at our usual time?” They immediately answered “yes”. So David was 

greatly surprised when the students never came to class. His colleagues explained that the students 

couldn’t come at 8:00 but said they could: In China, it’s disrespectful to disappoint someone especially 

a superior by saying “no”. 

1. The main idea of the passage is that….. .1 

   1) miscommunication is always possible, even over “yes” and “no”. 

   2) people of some countries are really disrespectful 

   3)  foreigners should study the culture of the people around the world 

   4) you can’t communicate with Micronesians easily 

2. How many examples of the main idea are given in the passage? 3 

  1) one   2) two   3) three   4) four 

3. According to the passage, the Bulgarian waiter…… .3 

   1) was very impolite to Jan    2) did not like Jan at all 

   3) didn’t have stuffed cabbage    4) refused to nod to Jan’s question 

4. We can understand from David’s story that in China ……… .1 

  1) people sometimes say “yes” without meaning it 2) if anyone says “yes” it means “no” 

  3) students like to make fun of teachers  4) teachers should never change the timetable 

5. The word “rephrase” in line 3 means…. .4 

  1) answer  2) think   3) excite  4) repeat 

 

 

 

 


